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Cat-Nr: UWEARATTACK2

Underwear Attack 2

Artikel info:-

When Knut an Moe return from jogging they find a package at
the headquarter. They are curious what is inside the parcel
and so they open it and find many underwear and bathing
trunks. All brand new and there is even a 3D exemplar. They
have to test those articles of course. Knut is a bit annoyed
anyway since Moe was very unambitious during their jogging
round. He insults him as a pussy which Moe does not like
hearing at all. Since both guys have enough energy left they
head to the next room to clarify the subject. Knut puts the
lightweight Moe into a bearhug right away and uses a mega
wedgie on him. But Moe knows how to fight back and brings
Knut to the ground. They toss around until Knut warps the
situation up. He poses above Moe in a schoolboypin with
relish, lets him smell his socks and gives him some slaps into
the face. That&rsquo;s enough for Moe who collects all his
power and is able to free himself. Now it gets harder. Moe
grabs Knut and rides him like bull riding. Besides he has a
crush for Knut&acute;s butt. He kneads or slaps it delightfully
whenever possible. Before he has to expose it with a wedgie
of course. And he is also up for Knut&acute;s front. When he
has him backwards on top of him he grabs his balls and gives
him a real cock and ball torture. Now the ice is broken and the
fight turns into a rip and strip action with many ballgrabs and
heavy fight attacks. Since Moe is quite light Knut often packs
him into a bearhug. The chance for Moe to give Knut&acute;s
shorts the rest. When Knut wants revenge it gets painful.
Moe&acute;s shorts are much more solid and so he ties him
into the air until the speedos finally tear apart. It&acute;s no
problem for both guys to fight in shredded shorts. They keep
on fighting until the next break. Than they get themselves a
new one from the package. When Moe has his opponent on
the ground again he gets the idea to dash himself and Knut
with oil. He proudly presents his dainty but muscular body.
After that he sits on Knut in a schoolboypin and then nearly on
his head and presents his best part as well. Now he grabs
behind him and gives Knut a mean ballgrab. Now Knut starts
his offensive. It gets quite slippery and the have to grab each
others shorts to get a hold of the other fighter. During these
attacks the one and other shorts shred a we get to see a lot.
The fight gets harder, more brutal and even perverse. They
fight each other into ecstasis. When Knut is knocked out for a
short moment Moe uses the chance to tie him up and gag his
mouth with some shreds lying around. Now the torture begins.
We don&rsquo;t want to describe every detail now. Knut is
able to free himself and the fight goes on. It seems as if Moe
would prevail for a long time. He humiliates Knut with many
schoolboy and bullypins. Knut is very harassed and sees only
one chance. A mean and painful one. With a heavy hit on
Moe&acute;s balls he turns the tables. Now Knut deals out.
And when Moe gets upper hand again Knut gets mean. He
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bites, pinches and uses other vulgarities to free himself out of
the holds. The climax is hit when they hold each other on the
balls, Knut chokes Moe with some shreds and Moe spits on
Knut. But this is not the end. They still have to test the 3D
trousers along with the glasses. Have fun with Underwear
Attack II, one of the hottest Fightplace production in 2017!

Play length approx 68 min.

Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Underwear Attack 2 :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Friday 01 December, 2017
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